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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the revision of beliefs in the face of new and possibly contradicting infor-
mation. In the Logic of Theory Change developed by Alchourron, Gärdenfors and Makinson this non-
monotonic process consists of a contraction and an expansion of a set of formulas. To achieve minimal
change they formulated widely accepted postulates that rational contractions have to fulfill.
Contractions as defined by Alchourron, Gärdenfors and Makinson only operate on deductively closed
sets of formulas. Therefore they cannot be used in practical applications, eg. knowledge representation,
where only finitely representable sets can be handled.
We present a semantical characterization of rational finite contractions (the class of rational contrac-
tions maintaining finite representability) which provides an insight into the true nature of these opera-
tions. This characterization shows all possibilities to define concrete functions possessing these proper-
ties.
When regarding concrete contractions known from literature in the light of our characterization we have
found that they are all defined according to the same semantical strategy of minimal semantical
change. As this strategy does not correspond to the goal of keeping as many important formulas as
possible in the contracted set, we suggest a finite contraction defined according to the new strategy of
maximal maintenance.
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1    Introduction
We regard the classical propositional calculus. Let S be a signature, i.e. a countable
non-empty set of propositional variables. Then ForS denotes the set of propositio-
nal formulas built with symbols from S and logical connectives. For A ∑ ForS  we
define CnS(A) =  { x   ForS  ? A  2 x}
1. The set of theories  on S  is T (S ) = {A
∑ ForS ? A = CnS(A)}, i.e. the set of all deductively closed sets of formulas.
The expansion of a theory A by a formula x, written as A+x, means the simple
addition of that formula under preservation of the deductive closure, i.e. A+x =
Cn S(A  ˙ {x}). The revision  of a theory A  by a formula x , written as A*x ,
means the expansion of A by x satisfying the condition that x is an element of A*x
and A*x is consistent (under the assumption that ¬ x is not a tautology). The con-
traction of a theory A  by a formula x, written A-x, is the removal of x from A
resulting again in a deductively closed set. Revisions satisfying the rationality postu-
lates can be defined in terms of contractions if we make use of the Levi identity A*x =
(A - ¬ x) + x. Thus we only take contractions into account.
After identifying these three classes of operations Alchourron, Gärdenfors and Makin-
son2 have formulated the following postulates determining the rationality of contrac-
tions.
Definition 1
A function "-" : T(S) ≈ ForS µ 2
ForS is a rational contraction on S
iff
for every A  T(S) and for every {x, y} ∑ ForS,
1. A-x  T(S)
2. A-x ∑ A
3. if x „ A then A-x = A
4. if  " x then x „ A-x
5. if x  A then A ∑ CnS((A-x) ˙ {x})
6. if  2 x ∫ y then A-x = A-y
"-" is a fully rational contraction on S
iff
"-" is a rational contraction on S
and for every A  T(S) and for every {x, y} ∑ ForS,
7. A-x œ A-y ∑ A - (x å y)
8. if x „ A - (x å y) then A - (x å y) ∑ A-x
1"2 " denotes logical consequence.
2see [Alchouron / Makinson, 1982], [Alchourron / Gärdenfors / Makinson, 1985] or [Gärdenfors,
1988].
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In practical applications a theory A has to be representable in a finite way, eg. by a fi-
nite base B  such that A  = CnS(B). Let TF(S) denote the set of all theories on S
possessing a finite base. Then our main interest is in those rational contractions which
transform each A  TF(S) into another finitely representable theory A-x  TF(S).
Definition 2
"-" : TF(S) ≈ ForS µ 2
ForS is a [fully] rational finite contraction on S
iff
"-" can be extended to a [fully] rational contraction on S
and for every A  TF(S) and for every x  ForS,  A-x  TF(S).
Certain functions of that kind have already been published in literature3. But the
whole range of possibilities to define such an operation has not yet been evident. As a
real comprehension of this class of functions is only possible on a semantical level we
develop a semantical characterization of rational finite contractions in section 2. By
means of this result we present concrete finite contractions in section 3, investigate their
relationship and suggest a new strategy capturing the intuitive notion of minimal
change.
2    Semantical Characterization of Rational Contractions
First we show what the existence of a finite base for a theory means semantically. Next
the notion of relevant atoms is introduced and finally we present the semantical charac-
terization of rational finite contractions.
Let Int(S) denote the set of all interpretations4 on S and let R be a non-empty sub-
set of S. Then we define two transformation functions t+R, S : 2
Int(R) µ 2Int(S) and
t-S , R  : 2
Int(S ) µ 2Int(R ), such that for every ℑ ' ∑ Int(R ), t+ R , S  (ℑ ')  =  { I  
Int(S )?I |R   ℑ '} and for every ℑ  ∑ Int(S ), t
-
S , R  (ℑ ) = {I |R?I  ℑ }, where
I|R denotes the restriction of I to R. Thus t
+
R, S transforms sets of interpretations
on R into the corresponding ones on S and t-S, R works vice versa.
For every set of interpretations ℑ  ∑ Int(S), ℑ  ∑ t+R, S ( t
-
S, R (ℑ) ) is obviously
true. We call ℑ  reducible to R  iff ℑ  = t+R , S ( t
-
S, R  (ℑ) ) holds as well, i.e. if
ℑ is uniquely determined by a set of interpretations on R.
3see section 3.1.
4i.e. all assignments of truth values to the propositional variables in S.
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Example 1
Let S = {a, b, c}, A  = CnS({a, b}). Then ModS(A) contains all interpretations
mapping a and b to true. t-S, {a, c} (ModS(A)) consists of the two interpretations
on {a , c} mapping a  to true . Therefore  t+ {a, c}, S  ( t
-
S , {a, c} ( M o d S(A ) ) )
contains all interpretations on S that map a to true. So ModS(A) is not reducible to
{a, c}.
If A ∑ ForS is a set of formulas then ModS(A) denotes the set of all its models5 on
S. The following lemma6 characterizes theories possessing finite bases by stating
that these theories can be represented by interpretations on finite subsignatures.
Lemma 1
Let A  T(S) be a theory.
A possesses a finite base, i.e. A  TF(S)
iff
ModS(A) is reducible to some finite non-empty subset of S.
Example 2
Let ℑ consist of all interpretations I on S such that {a  S ?I(a) = false} is finite.
Then ℑ is reducible to some subsignature R ∑ S iff S \ R is finite. Therefore ℑ is
not reducible to any finite subsignature if S is infinite.
The next definition is essential for the following characterization theorem as well as for
the definition of concrete contractions to be presented in the next section.
Definition 3
Let ℑ ∑ Int(S) be a set of interpretations on S and let $ be the set of all non-empty
subsets of S that ℑ is reducible to. Then the relevant atoms of ℑ are defined as
= Œ R, if ℑ ≠ Ø and ℑ ≠ Int(S)
rat(ℑ) = ß R $
0 Ø, otherwise.
Example 1 (cont.)
rat(ModS(A)) = {a, b} ∩ {a, b, c} = {a, b}.
Example 2 (cont.)
rat(ℑ) = Œ R = Ø.
S \ R  finite
5i.e. all interpretations evaluating every x  A to true.
6All proofs can be found in [Giesl, 1992].
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Relevant atoms have the following important property.
Lemma 2
Let ℑ ∑ Int(S) be a set of interpretations on S such that ℑ is reducible to some finite
non-empty subsignature and let R be a non-empty subset of S.
Then ℑ is reducible to R
iff
rat(ℑ) ∑ R.
For an ℑ meeting the prerequisites of lemma 2 rat(ℑ) is the smallest subsignature it is
reducible to. Note that this were not necessarily true if ℑ could not be reduced to any
finite subsignature.
Example 1 (cont.)
ModS(A) is reducible to every superset of {a, b}.
Example 2 (cont.)
If S is infinite then ℑ does not satisfy the prerequisites of lemma 2. If S is finite ℑ
is reducible to every subsignature of S.
With the aid of these two lemmas it is now possible to characterize the class of rational
finite contractions semantically.
Theorem 1
A function "-" : TF(S) ≈ ForS µ 2
ForS is a rational finite contraction on S
iff
there are functions j : TF(S) ≈ ForS µ 2
Int(S) and r : TF(S) ≈ ForS µ 2
S, such that 
for every A  TF(S) and for every {x, y} ∑ ForS, 
A-x  T(S) 
=ModS(A) ˙ t
+
r(A, x), S (t
-
S, r(A, x) ( j(A, x))), if x  A
and ModS(A-x) = ß
0ModS(A), otherwise,
where j(A, x) ∑ ModS({¬ x}),
j(A, x) ≠ Ø, if  " x,
j(A, x) = j(A, y), if  2 x ∫ y
and r(A, x) is finite and non-empty,
r(A, x) ‚ rat( ModS({x}) )
r(A, x) = r(A, y), if  2 x ∫ y.
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So a rational finite contraction of A by x is an extension of the original set of models
ModS(A) by some additional interpretations t
+
r(A, x), S  (  t
-
S ,  r (A , x ) (  j (A , x ) ) )
∑ ModS({¬ x}). This set is reducible to a finite subsignature r(A, x) containing the
relevant atoms of ModS({x}). 
Every choice of functions j and r meeting the requirements mentioned above defines a
rational finite contraction. (As the following example illustrates this were not always
true if r(A, x) were allowed to be infinite, because there exist ℑ ∑ Int(S) not con-
stituting the set of models of any theory.)
Example 3
Let S = {b, a0, a1, a2, ...} be an infinite signature, A  = CnS({b}). When con-
tracting A by b we let j(A, b) consist of all models of ¬ b except the one mapping
every atom to false and we let r(A, b) be an infinite signature, namely r(A, b) =
S. By the above theorem ModS(A - x) contains all interpretations on S except the
one mapping all atoms to false. But due to the compactness theorem there exists no
theory with this set of models.
A corresponding characterization of the class of all rational contractions (not necessarily
preserving finite representability) can be obtained when t+r(A, x), S  (  t
-
S ,  r ( A , x )  (
j(A , x) ) ) is replaced by ModS({z  ForS?j(A , x) ∑ ModS({z}) }). Then every
function j with properties as demanded in the theorem generates a rational contraction.
Therefore this is a stronger result than all former semantical characterizations of rational
contractions, eg. those by [Grove, 1988] or [Katsuno / Mendelzon, 1989].
By regarding functions j that select maximal models of {¬ x} according to some re-
flexive and transitive relation on Int(S) similar characterizations of fully rational con-
tractions as well as of fully rational finite contractions can be formulated.
In the next section we will use our result to define and examine several concrete con-
tractions.
3    Semantically defined Contractions
In this section concrete rational finite contractions are defined. We will make use of the
semantical characterization presented in the last section which states that determining a
certain contraction means choosing two functions j and r possessing the properties
described above. 
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Strictly speaking we proceed by defining a function j meeting the three prerequisites
mentioned in theorem 1. Then we show that for every A  TF(S) and for every
formula x,  j(A, x) is reducible to some finite non-empty subsignature r(A,x)  ‚
rat( ModS({x}) ) which is only dependent on ModS(A) and ModS({x}). Due to the
theorem the extension of ModS(A) by such a j(A, x) is a rational finite contraction
and every function of this class can be defined that way.
As mentioned in the beginning our aim is to achieve minimal change of A when con-
tracting A by x. Therefore j(A, x) should contain those models of {¬ x} which are
"nearest" to the original models in ModS(A). The following contractions only differ in
their interpretation of the word "nearest".
We have found that all concrete contractions defined in literature interpret "being near"
in a similar way. Their strategy of minimal semantical change is presented in section
3.1.
But as this semantical strategy does not lead to the desired syntactical consequences we
propose a different interpretation of "being near" in section 3.2, namely the strategy of
maximal maintenance.
3.1    Minimal Semantical Change
The idea of this strategy is to regard those interpretations as "nearest" to a set of inter-
pretations ℑ ∑ Int(S) that can be obtained by extending ℑ as "little" as possible. Of
course the ambiguity of the term "little" gives rise to several different contractions as
will be demonstrated.
We extend a set of interpretations by generalizing it with respect to some subsigna-
ture.
Definition 4
Let ℑ ∑ Int(S) be a set of interpretations and let R be a proper subset of S.
Then the generalization of ℑ with respect to R is defined 
as t+S \ R, S ( t
-
S, S \ R ( ℑ ) ).
The generalization of ℑ with respect to S is defined as Int(S), if ℑ ≠ Ø, 
and as Ø, otherwise.
So the generalization of ℑ with respect to R consists of all those I0  Int(S) such
that there is an I1  ℑ from which they differ on R only. Note that a  S is a rele-











Figure 1: KV-diagram for ModS(A), Example 4.
Example 4
We define S  = {a , b , c , d} and A  = CnS({c  ∨  d , ¬a  ∨  ¬c ∨  ¬d , ¬a  ∨  b ∨
¬d, a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬d, a ∨ b ∨ d}). This is illustrated by the KV-diagram in Figure 1,
where ModS(A) is marked grey. Figure 2 shows the set of interpretations resulting
from the generalization of ModS(A) with respect to {a}.
a ¬ a







Figure 2: Generalization of ModS(A) with respect to {a}.
We are going to define j(A, x) as the intersection of ModS({¬ x}) and some ℑ  ∑
Int(S) obtained by generalization. Still there are three decisions to make:
1. Due to the strategy of minimal semantical change we are interested in minimal sets 
R such that the generalization with respect to R contains models of {¬ x}. Hence
we have to decide between measuring sets by their cardinality or by set inclusion.
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2. We may determine minimal subsignatures for the generalization of the whole set of
models ModS(A) or for each I  ModS(A) seperately.
3. We can either generalize with respect to each minimal R and take the union of the 
resulting sets or generalize with respect to the union of all minimal sets R.
As there are 23 = 8 possibilities for the choice of that ℑ, we obtain eight different
functions jcwe, jiwe, ..., jisu. The name of each function corresponds to the decisions
made in its definition.
As a sort of upper bound we define a ninth function jra consisting of those models of















Figure 3: Contracting A by x.
Example 4 (cont.)
When contracting A  by x  = ¬(a  ↔  c) ∨  ¬(b  ↔  d) ∨ (a ∧  ¬b), we extend
ModS(A) by those interpretations from ModS({¬ x}) = {I1, I2, I3} that can be
obtained by generalizations with respect to minimal subsignatures. This is illustrated by
figure 3. Generalization with respect to {a} or {b} yields I2, while generalization
with respect to {c} leads to I1 and generalization with respect to {d} results in I1
and I3. Therefore jcwe(A, x) = ... = jra(A, x) = {I1, I2, I3}.
7To constitute a rational contraction j(A , x) has to be non-empty if x  is not a tautology.
Therefore we define jcwe(ForS, x),..., jra(ForS, x) in  a  different way than described above, eg. as
ModS({¬ x}). If x „ A we let each jcwe(A , x),...,  jra(A , x ) be ModS(A) œ  ModS({¬ x}). For a
formal definition of these contractions see [Giesl, 1992]. 
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The relationship of these functions is illustrated8 by figure 4 where "cwe µ iwe"







Mod  ({¬  x })
S
Figure 4: Relationship of the sets of interpretations defining contractions for minimal semantical 
change
Now we introduce "-cwe" : TF(S) ≈ ForS µ 2
ForS (and establish "-iwe", ..., "-ra" in the
same way). 
For every A  TF(S) and for every x  ForS we define
ModS(A-cwe x) = ModS(A) ˙ jcwe(A, x).
If we choose r(A, x) to be rat( ModS(A) ) ˙ rat( ModS({x}) ) as long as this union
is not empty (and an arbitrary finite non-empty subsignature otherwise) then jcwe, ...,
jra are all reducible to r(A, x). Therefore by theorem 1 we can conclude that "-cwe",
..., "-ra" are rational finite contractions
9.
All of the semantically defined rational contractions mentioned in the survey of [Katsu-
no / Mendelzon, 1989] work according to the strategy of minimal semantical change: 
[Dalal, 1988], [Satoh, 1988], [Borgida, 1985], [Weber, 1986] and [Winslett, 1987]
have suggested "-cwe", "-iwe", "-ise", "-iwu" and a syntax dependent version of "-ra"  re-
spectively. 
Viewed syntactically, their strategy aims at selecting a maximal subsignature R' ∑ S
and keeping at least the formulas of A œ ForR' in the resulting theory A-x. We argue
that this is a contraintuitive behaviour because the number of "important" formulas in
A concerning a certain R' is not equal for different sets R' of the same size. 
8If all arrows resulting from the transitivity of "µ" are added to figure 1  it depicts the complete "µ"
relation on {cwe,..., ra}.
9"-cwe" is even fully rational but the others are not.
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Example 4 (cont.)
We consider clauses10 instead of general formulas and regard a clause the more im-
portant the less literals it consists of11. Then c ∨ d is the most important clause of
A. But I3 ∈  ModS(A -cwe x) = ... = ModS(A -ra x) and I3 " c ∨  d . Therefore
c ∨  d ∉  A -cwe x = ... = A -ra x. So the most important clause of A  gets lost in
every contraction defined according to the strategy of minimal semantical change.
Therefore one should choose an R' such that as many "important" formulas as
possible belong to ForR' and maintain them during contraction. This leads to the strate-
gy of maximal maintenance discussed in the next section.
3.2    Maximal Maintenance
As stated in the last section the strategy of minimal semantical change means regarding
an interpretation as being "near" to ℑ ∑ Int(S) if it can be obtained by some "small"
change of ℑ. However in the strategy of maximal maintenance we define an interpre-
tation I to be "nearest" to ℑ if the number of "big" changes which result in I when
applied to ℑ is as large as possible.
By giving the term "big" a precise meaning we now define a concrete contraction ac-
cording to this strategy. Its aim is to maintain as many important clauses as possible
during contraction. We demonstrate that this goal can be reached by extending
ModS(A) by those I  ModS({¬ x}) for which a large number of big
12 subsigna-
tures R exist such that I can be obtained by generalization of ModS(A) with respect
to R.
Let ℑ ∑ Int(S) be reducible to a finite subsignature. Then UGnℑ(I) denotes the num-
ber of unsuccessful  n - generalizations of ℑ regarding I, i.e. the number of all sets
R  ∑ rat(ℑ) of cardinality n such that I cannot be obtained by generalizing ℑ with
respect to R.
If ℑ = ModS(A) and if we restrict ourselves to clauses consisting only of relevant
atoms of ℑ then it can be shown that UGnℑ(I) is the number of clauses of cardinality
|rat(ℑ)| - n in A that I evaluates to false.
10A clause is a finite set of literals (propositional variables and their negated counterparts) logically
equivalent to the disjunction of its elements.
11We regard statement a as more important than statement a√ b, because the former provides more
definite information about the world.
12with regard to cardinality.
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Now we introduce the ordering of successfulness "–ℑ" such that I0 –ℑ I1 iff the
number of big changes of ℑ by which I1 can be obtained is larger (or equal) than the
one for I0.
Definition 5
Let ℑ ∑ Int(S) be reducible to a finite subsignature. Then we define the ordering of
successfulness "–ℑ" ∑ Int(S) ≈ Int(S) for every {I0, I1} ∑ ℑ(S) as
I0 –ℑ I1
iff
if UGnℑ (I1) > UG
n
ℑ (I0) then there is a m > n such that UG
m
ℑ (I1) < UG
m
ℑ (I0).
If ℑ = ModS(A) then this ordering has the effect that I0 –ℑ I1 holds iff the number
of important clauses in A that I1 evaluates to true is greater (or equal) than the one for
I0. So the semantical strategy of preferring interpretations obtainable by as many big
changes as possible corresponds to the syntactical goal of maintaining as many im-
portant clauses as possible.
For every A  TF(S) and for every x  ForS we let jcl(A, x) be the set of all maxi-
mal models of {¬ x} with respect to "–ModS(A)". In fact jcl is of a completely dif-
ferent nature than the functions j defined according to the strategy of minimal
semantical change. Therefore jcl cannot be included in figure 4
13.
Finally we define the clause contraction "-cl" : TF(S) ≈ ForS µ 2
ForS 
for every A  TF(S) and for every x  ForS as 
ModS(A-cl x) = ModS(A) ˙ jcl(A, x).
Example 4 (cont.)
Generalization with respect to any three- or four-element subsignature yields I1, I2
and I3. Therefore UG
4(I1) = UG
4(I2) = UG
4(I3) = 0 and UG
3(I1) = UG
3(I2) =
UG3(I3) = 0. For every two-element subsignature generalization yields I1 and I2, i.e.
UG2(I1) = UG
2(I2) = 0. But I3 cannot be obtained by generalization with respect to
{a, b} as I3 is the only interpretation that evaluates a two-element clause of A to
false. So we have UG2(I3) = 1. Therefore I3 -ModS(A )
 I1, I3 -ModS(A )
 I2 and
jcl(A , x) = {I1, I2}. As ModS(A  -cl x) = ModS(A ) ∪  {I1, I2} the most impor-
tant clause of A is maintained, i.e. c ∨ d ∈ A -cl x.
13The reason is that there is a theory A and a formula x such that for every function j defined in
section 3.1  jcl(A, x) œ  j(A, x) = Ø holds although x is not a tautology.
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Again jcl(A , x) is reducible to r(A , x) as chosen in section 3.1. Therefore by
theorem 1 "-cl" is a rational finite contraction. Actually "-cl" has the advantage of being
even fully rational while the contractions of the last section (with the exception of
"-cwe") are not.
But the main reason for preferring the clause contraction to the ones of minimal se-
mantical change is that it is defined according to the strategy of maintaing a maximal set
of important formulas.
4    Conclusion
We have presented semantical characterizations of rational contractions and in particular
of finite rational contractions, i.e. the subclass of functions transforming finitely re-
presentable theories into such theories again. Due to this result it is now possible to un-
derstand the nature of these functions and to define and examine concrete contractions
usable in practical applications.
When examining the previously known rational contractions by means of this characte-
rization we have discovered that they all follow a strategy of minimal semantical
change. As this strategy does not have the desired syntactical property we have intro-
duced the new strategy of maximal maintenance which has led to the definition of
clause contraction.
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